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EADERSHIP CONFERENCE 2020

What Do You Need to Know?
Excitement is building as One Challenge will be conducting its next 
mission-wide leadership conference, scheduled to take place April 
20-24 in Colorado Springs. Organizational leaders will gather from 
across the globe to renew, connect, plan, and grow. OC teams have 
been praying, researching, and discussing issues that will structure 
the conference and its outcomes. This will be a direction-setting 
gathering, developing OC’s strategic plan for 2021-2023.

purpose 
• Worship God 
• Celebrate OC’s accomplishments  

since 2015 
• Identify, affirm, and develop OC’s  

direction and priorities through 2023 
• Build and strengthen community 

and identity as OC leadership, and 
strengthen the connection between 
overseas leadership and the U.S. 
Mobilization Center 

• Development and growth of our 
workers and of the organization itselfJoin Us in Prayer

• Pray our worship and praise of the Lord  
would unite us with him and with one another

• Pray we all would hear God’s voice in unity,  
for OC’s future direction

• Pray that continued preparations would be  
smooth and fruitful – for clarity, direction, wisdom

• Pray all OC members (not only organizational 
leaders) would participate in our conference process

• Pray for the conference planning team,  
for effective teamwork and coordination

• Pray for safety in travel, uncomplicated  
logistics, health for all participants

You’re Invited! 
You are invited to participate in portions 
of the conference! Evening sessions of 
celebration and consecration will take place 
on Tuesday, April 21, and Friday, April 24. 
These evening sessions will be available to 
view live online. Watch for more information 
in the coming weeks. Please join us!

Therefore if there is  
any encouragement in Christ, 

if there is any consolation of love, 
if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, 

if any affection and compassion,  
make my joy complete by 
being of the same mind, 

maintaining the same love, 
united in spirit, intent on one purpose. 

Philippians 2:1-2, NASB


